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1.

INTRODUCTION

We derive the following lower time bounds for simulation by off-line machines with one-way
input. Deterministic case:
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§2.1. Simulation of 2 stacks (stack= pushdown store) by 1 tape requires O(n 2 ) time. This is
optimal.
§2.2. Simulation of 1 queue by 1 tape requires O(n 2 ) time. This is optimal.
Nondeterministic case:
§3.1. Simulating 2 stacks by 1 tape requires O(nl.5
matches the O(n i.5 "Vlog;) upper bound in [9].

/

"Vlog;)

time. This bound nearly

§3.2. Simulating 1 queue by 1 tape requires O(n 4 1 3 / log21 3 n) time. This bound leaves a
gap with the O(n i.5 "Vlog;) upper bound in [9].
§3.3. Simulating 2 tapes by 1 tape requires O(n 2 / (logn loglogn )) time. This is a multiplicative factor logn improvement of the O(n 2 / (log2n loglog n)) lower bound in [10].
§3.4 For a precisely defined notion of on-line nondeterministic simulation, it takes O(n 2 ) time
to simulate 1 queue or 2 stacks on-line by a nondeterministic one-head tape unit. This
is optimal.

1.1. Historical Background
It has been known for over twenty years that all multitape Turing machines can be simulated on-line by 2-tape Turing machines in time n logn [6], and by 1-tape Turing machines
in time n 2 [7]. In [13] two single-head tapes were shown to be more powerful in real-time
than one single-head tape. This result was generalized in [1] to (k + 1) tapes versus k tapes.
In [ 11] the proof was reduced to its essentials by introducing Kolmogorov complexity.
The time penalty for the reduction of the number of tapes was only known to be at least
linear, until the proof of a O(n log1 I (k + l)n) lower bound for on-line simulation of (k + 1)
tapes by k tapes [12]. Thus, the simulation by 2 tapes was shown to be nearly optimal; for
simulation by 1 tape the gap between the known lower bound and upper bound on the
simulation time had hardly decreased. Unknown to each other, around 1983/1984 Wolfgang Maass at UC Berkeley, the present first author at Cornell and the present second
author at CWI Amsterdam obtained a square lower bound on the time to simulate two
tapes by one tape. The approaches used to obtain the results were pairwise different, as
were the actual results themselves. All of them rely, however, on a remarkable notion
introduced by Kolmogorov [8], Chaitin [2] and others in the 1960s and 1970s. The Kolmogorov or algorithmic complexity of a string is the length of the shortest binary string which
describes it. Some strings cannot be described by shorter strings; they are random in the
strongest possible sense and cannot be compressed. Besides being useful in logics and recursive function theory [2], this algorithmic information theory emerges as a powerful tool for various areas of Computing.
For the particular problem at issue, the first advance was reported at ICALP82 [14], a
O(nl.5 ) lower bound on the time to simulate a pushdown store on-line by one oblivious tape
unit. (Recall, that in an oblivious Turing machine the movement of the storage tape heads
is independent of the input, and is a function of time alone.) In [15] this lower bound was
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improved to 0(n 2 ), while [ 16] demonstrated a lower bound of n 1.618 on the time to simulate
one queue or two pushdown stores by one (nonoblivious) tape unit. In [10] a language is
exhibited which can be accepted by two deterministic one-head tape units in real-time, but
an off-line one-way input one-head tape unit takes O(n 2 ) time in the deterministic case and
0(n 2 / lolf n) time, for some small a. in the nondeterministic case.
In §2 we report optimal square lower time bounds for simulation by one off-line deterministic tape with one-way input. (The machines have to produce an output only after having read all of the input.) We use one method to obtain the lower bound on the simulation
time for two pushdown stores (improving [10] which shows the result for two tapes) and
another 'adversary' argument for a single queue (with the result in §3.2 the only nontrivial
such result on queues). For a natural concept of 'on-line' nondeterministic computation the
latter adversary method straightforwardly generalizes to yield square time lower bounds for
the simulation of one queue or two pushdown stores by one on-line nondeterministic one-head
tape unit §3.4. In §3.1-§3.3 lower time bounds are obtained for simulation by one off-line
nondeterministic tape with one-way input. Simulating two pushdown stores requires
0(n i. 5 / ~) time and simulating one queue requires 0(n 4 I 3 / log2 I 3 n) time. These
lower bounds nearly match, respectively leave a gap with, the corresponding upper bounds
of O(nl.5 ~)in [9]. Simulating two tapes requires O(n 2 / (logn loglogn)) time, which
is a multiplicative factor logn improvement of [10].

1.2. Storage, Computation Mode and Simulation
The machines we consider have storage consisting of either linear lists with sequential
access, i.e., single-head tape units, or last-in-first-out storage, i.e., pushdown stores, or first-infirst-out storage, i.e., queues [7]. Stack is used as a synonym for pushdown store. A single-head
tape-unit is a 1-(storage)tape Turing machine. Apart from the storage handling of a machine,
the computation model specifies the way the input is accessed, and the output is delivered.
The basic distinction here is between on-line and off-line computation, more or less
corresponding to interactive computer use and batch processing [7]. In an on-line computation the machine has to produce a (yes-no) output in between each pair of polled input
commands. We are interested in off-line computation with one-way input (no back-up on the
input) [7]. In an off-line one-way input computation the machine only has to produce a
(yes-no) answer at the end of the input (which is marked). The same device appears to be
more powerful in off-line one-way input mode than in on-line mode. In an off-line oneway input computation the time saved by not having to compute a yes-no answer for each
input prefix can be expended in one splurge at the end-of-input. Let n and the expressions
below have the usual meaning.
Observation. Let M be a multitape Turing machine. Let a> 1 be a constant. Each O(na)
time on-line computation of machine M can be performed by an O(na) time off-line oneway input computation of machine M. Each O(na) time off-line one-way input computation of machine M can be performed by a O(na+I) time on-line computation of machine
M.
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Because off-line computation with one-way input has to obey less restrictions than on-line
computation (but is more restricted than off-line computation with two-way input) it is also
called weak on-line [9]. For off-line one-way computation, the input string is inscribed on a
separate input tape, one symbol in each square. The input is terminated by a distinguished
end-of-input marker. When the machine polls for input, a read-only head on the input
tape reads the symbol under scan and then moves to the right adjacent symbol. The
machine does not write any output until it polls the end-of-input marker. Then it writes a 0
or 1 indicating rejection or acceptance. A deterministic machine accepts in time T(n) if, for all
accepted input strings of length n, the computation accepts within T(n) steps. 'Off-line
one-way input' without end-of-input marker reduces to 'on-line' for deterministic machines.
For a nondeterministic machine the presence or absence of an end-of-input marker makes
no difference since it can 'guess'. The difference between 'off-line one-way input' and 'online' in the nondeterministic case is whether or not the input sequence is the same for all
legal computation paths, see §3.4. A nondeterministic machine accepts an input string if there
is a legal computation path for that input ending in an acceptance. It accepts in time T(n)
if, for all accepted input strings of length n, there is a legal computation path of at most
T( n) steps ending in an acceptance.
An off-line machine A with one-way inpu,t simulates a machine B if, when started on the
same input string, A accepts if and only if B accepts. An off-line machine A with one-way
input simulates machine B in time T (n):
• deterministically if A and B are both deterministic and accept in TA (n) and TB(n ), respectively, A simulates Band TA(n)~T(TB(n)).
• nondeterminist£cally if A is nondeterministic and A, B accept in TA (n) and TB(n ), respectively, A simulates Band TA(n)~T(TB(n)).

A simulation with T(n)=n is real-time and one with T(n)EO(n) is linear time.
Nota Bene. If B accepts in real-time, that is TB(n)=n, then there is no difference in power
between on-line and off-line mode (B has to read all input and has no time left when the
input ends). In all our results the simulated machine Bis real-time, so only the computation
mode of the simulator A matters. A lower time bound for simulation by off-line one-way
input simulator Bis stronger than the same lower bound with simulator Bon-line.
Without loss of generality, the tape units in the sequel write only O's and 1's on the
storage tape at the cost of introducing a 'constant delay' for each step. A simulation is constant delay if there is a fixed constant c such that there are at most c computation steps in
between simulating the tth and the (t + 1)st step, for all t. Thus, constant delay with c = 1
is the same as real-time. Each simulation of constant delay can be sped up to a real-time
simulation by expanding the storage alphabet and the size of the finite control, see [5].
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1.3. Kolmogorov Complexity

Any of the usual definitions of Kolmogorov complexity [8, 2, 11] will do for the sequel.
To fix thoughts, consider the problem of describing a string x over O's and 1's. Any computable function/from strings over O's and l's to such strings, together with a stringy, such
that f 01) = x, is such a description. A descriptional complexity K1 of x, relative to f and y,
is defined by

Kj(xly) = min{ldl

I dE{O, 1}*&/(dy) =x}

,

where Ix I is the positive integer length of string x. For the universal computable partial
function Jo we have that, for all f with appropriate constant cf, for all strings x,y,
K10 (x IY) ~ Kj(x IY) + cp So the canonical relative descriptional complexity K (x Iy) can
be set equal to Kfo(x ly). Define the descriptional complexity of x as K(x) = K(x It:), where t:
denotes the empty string. Since there are 2n binary strings of length n, but only 2n - 1 possible shorter descriptions d, it follows that K (x) ;a.: Ix I for some binary string x of each
length. We call such strings incompressible. It also follows that K(x IY) ;a.: Ix I for some
binary string x of each length. As an illustration, a string x = uvw can be specified by v,
Ix I, Iu I and the bits of uw. Thus,

K(x)
so that with K(x) ;a.: Ix

~

K(v)+O(log

Ix I)+ luw I ,

I we obtain
K (v) ;a.: Iv

I - O(log Ix I)

1.4. Descriptions and Self-Delimiting Strings

In the previous § we formalized the concept of a greatest lower bound on the length of a
description. Now we look at feasibility. Variables x, y, xi, Yi ... denote strings in ~* for
~={0,1} throughout. Let x be a binary string of length n with K(x);;a..n. A description of x
can be given as follows.
( 1) A piece of text containing several formal parameters p 1 , • • • , Pm. Think of this piece of
text as a formal parametrized procedure in an algorithmic language like PASCAL. It is
followed by
(2) an ordered list of the actual values of the parameters.
The purpose of this description will be to obtain, by way of contradiction, a description of
x of length n - f (n) bits for some unbounded function f of n. The piece of text of (1) can be
thought of as being encoded over a given finite alphabet, each symbol of which is coded in
bits. Therefore, the encoding of ( 1) as prefix of the binary description of x takes 0( 1) bits.
This prefix is followed by the ordered list (2) of the actual values of p 1 , • • • , Pm in binary.
To distinguish one from the other, we encode (1) and the different items in (2) as selfdelimiting strings. For natwal numbers n, let bin(n) E {O, 1} * be the binary representation
of n without leading zeros. For each string w, the string
is obtained by doubling each

w
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letter a in w. Let w' = bin( Iw I )Olw. The string w' is called the self-delimiting version of w.
So '1100110101011' is the self-delimiting version of '01011'. The self-delimiting binary version of a positive integer n takes log n + 2loglog n + 2 bits and the self-delimiting version
of a binary string w takes Iw I + 2log Iw I + 2 bits. All logarithms are base 2 unless
otherwise noted. For convenience, we denote the length Ibin(n) I = flog (n + 1)l + 1 of a
natural number n by "log n".
Remark 2.1. Let x 1 • • • xk be a binary string of length n on the input tape with the x/s
(1.;;;;,i .;;;;,k) blocks of equal length C. Suppose that d of these blocks are deleted and the relative distances in between deleted blocks are known. We can describe this information by:
(1) a formalization of this discussion in 0(1) bits, and (2) the actual values of

where m (m ~d) is the number of "holes" in the string, and the literal representation of

Here Xi is Xi if it is not deleted, and is the empty string otherwise; p1,d1 indicates that the
next PJ consecutive x/s (of length C each) are one contiguous group followed by a gap of
d1C bits long. Therefore, k-d is the number of (non-empty) x/s, with
m

m

k = ~Pi+di & d = ~di .

i=l

i=l

x

The actual values of the parameters C, m, the p/s, the d/s and are coded self-delimiting.
Then, maximizing over all partitions, the total number of bits needed is no more than
(loglog.;;;;, log):

~;=l

Ixd +3d(log(k Id) +2) +O(logn).

1.5. Crossing Sequences and a Lemma
For a 1-tape off-line machine M with one-way input we call M's input tape head h 1 and
its storage tape head h 2 • Let h 1 (t) be the number of polls up to and including step t of M.
So the input head h1 's position h1 (t) at step t is a nondecreasing function. Let h 2 (t) be the
position of h2 at step t. Let M(t) be the state of Mat step t. Define a crossing sequence (c.s.)
associated with a squares (rather, the integer positions of an intersquare boundary) on the
storage tape of M as a sequence of /Ds of the form (M(t), h 1 (t)) with h 2 (t)=s. This
sequence of /D's gives the values of the parameters when h 2 crosses the square s (c.q.
intersquare boundary s), first (at step t 1) from left to right or vice versa and then alternating
in direction with the ith crossing at step ti (i > 1). We write Ic.s. I to denote the number of
bits needed to represent the c.s. and IM I EO(l) for the number of states in M.
Remark 2.2. Since h 1 is nondecreasing, we can represent the ith ID (/Di) in a c.s. as follows:
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ID1

= (M(t1),h1(t1))

/Di= (M(t;),h1(t;)-h1{t;-1)) (i>l) .

If a c.s. has d /D's and the length of the input is n, then (by § 1.4 and

loglog~log):

Ic.s. I ~ 3(dlog IM I +log k 1 + · · · +log kd + 2d) + 0( 1) ,
with ~;= 1k;

= n.

Note that

lc.s. I ~ 6d(log IMI +log(n /d)) + 0(1)
by a standard calculation (i.e. maximize the function).
Definition 2.1. Let Xi be a block of input, and R be a tape segment on the storage tape.
We say that M maps Xi into R if h2 never leaves tape segment R while h 1 is reading Xi· We
say M maps Xi onto R if h 2 traverses the entire tape segment R while h 1 reads Xi.
We prove an intuitively straightforward lemma for one-tape machines with one-way
input. The lemma states that a tape segment bordered by short c.s. 's cannot receive a lot
of information without losing some. Formally:
Jamming Lemma. Let the inpu,t string start with x# = x 1x 2 · · · xk#, with the x/s blocks of
equal length C. Let R be a segment of M's storage tape and let l be an integer such that M maps each
block Xi 1 , • • • ,xi, of the x/s into tape segment R. The contents of the storage tape of M, at time ~
when h 1 ( t#) = Ix# I and h 1 ( ~ -1) = Ix I, can be reconstructed by using on!J the blocks
Xj 1 • • • xj,_, which remain.from x1 · · · xk efter deleting blocks Xj 1 , • • • ,xi,, the.final contents of R,
the two final c.s. 's 0n the left and right boundaries of R, a description of M and a description of this discussion.

Remark 2.3. Roughly speaking, if the number of missing bits ~~ = 1 I xi1 I is greater than
the number of added description bits ( < 3( IR I + 2 I c.s. I) + O(log IR I)) then the Jamming Lemma implies that either x = x 1 • • • xk is not incompres8ible or some information
about x has been lost.
Proof of the Jamming Lemma. Let the two positions at the left boundary and the right
boundary of R be lR and rR, respectively. We now simulate M. Put the blocks x1 of
x1,_, in their correct positions on the input tape (as indicated by the h 1 values in the
x1
c.s.'s). Run M with h 2 staying to the left of R. Whenever h 2 reaches point lR, the left
boundary of R, we interrupt Mand check whether the current ID matches the next ID, say
/Di, in the c.s. at lR (in the nondeterministic case we also match M's current state and h 1 's
value). Subsequently, using /Di+l• we skip the input up to and including h 1 (t;+ 1 ), adjust
the state of M to M(t;+ 1 ), and continue running M. After we have finished left of R, we do
the same thing right of R. At the end we have determined the appropriate contents of M's
tape, apart from the contents of R, at ~ (i.e., the time when h 1 reaches #). Inscribing R
with its final contents from the reconstruction description gives us M's storage tape contents
at time~· Notice that although there are many unknown x/s, they are never polled since
h 1 skips over them because h 2 never goes into R. D
1

•

•

•
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Remark 2.4. If M is nondeterministic, then we need to rephrase "contents of storage
tape" by "legal contents of storage tape", which simply means that some computation path
for the same input would create this storage tape contents.

2.

LoWER BOUNDS FOR DETERMINISTIC SIMULATION

2.1. Two Pushdoum Stores Versus One Tape: Deterministic Case
In this § we present a tight lower bound for off-line one-way input deterministic one-tape
machines simulating 2 pushdown store machines. The witness language L is defined by:

L

=

{x1@x2@ · · · @xk#Y1@ · · · @Jl1#(li1,111 )(li2,l12 ) ... (li,,lj,) I
xp=yq & p = i1

+ ... +i,, q

= }1 + ... +j,

&

l~t~s}.

(2.1)

Theorem 2.1. It requires 0(n 2 ) time to deterministically simulate two pushdoum stores by one ojfline tape with one-way input .
The theorem will follow from Lemma 2.1 below.
Lemma 2.1. A deterministic off-line one-tape Turing machine with one-way input 'accepting L
requires O(n 2 ) time.
Proef. Assume, by way of contradiction, that a off-line one-way input deterministic 1-tape
machine M accepts Lin T(n)ft;O(n 2 ) time. We derive a contradiction by showing that then
some incompressible string must have a too short description.
Assume, without loss of generality, that M writes only O's and 1's in its storage squares
and that IM I EO(l) is the number of states of M. Fix a constant C and the word length n
as large as needed to derive the desired contradictions below and such that the formulas in
the sequel are meaningful.
First, choose an incompressible string x E{O,l}* of length Ix I =n (i.e., K(x)~n). Let x
consist of the concatenation of k =n / C substrings, xi,x 2, . .. ,xk, each substring C bits
long. Let

constructed from x be the initial input segment polled by M. Let time t# be the step at
which M polls#. If more thank/ 2 of the x/s are mapped onto (see Definition 2.1) a contiguous tape segment of size at least n / C 3 then M requires O(n 2 ) time: contradiction.
Therefore,
(a) there is a set of contiguous tape segments on the storage tape, each one of length
~n / C3 , such that each one out of k / 2 of the x/s is mapped into (see Definition 2.1) a
tape segment from that set. Let X be the (multi)set of these x/s (IX I =k / 2).
(b) In the remainder of the proof we restrict attention to the x/s in this set X. Order the
elements of X according to the natural order of the left boundaries of the tape segments
into which they are mapped. Let Xc be the median.
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Proof idea: We consider two cases. In the first case we assume that many x;'s in X are
mapped Gammed) into a small tape segment R; that is, when h 1 (the input tape head) is
reading them, h 2 (the storage tape head) is always in this small tape segment R. We show
that then, contrary to assumption, x can be compressed (by the Jamming Lemma). In the
second case, we assume there is no such 'jammed' tape segment, and that the records of the
x;'s in X are spread evenly over the storage tape. In that case, we will arrange the y/s so
that there are many pairs (xiiYJ)'s for which xi=YJ and xi andy1 are mapped into tape segments that are far apart. For each of these pairs we will arrange the indices in language L
so as to force M to match xi againsty1. Either M spends too much time or we can compress
x again, yielding a second contradiction and therefore the lemma.
Case 1 (jammed). Assume there are k / C substrings Xi EX and a fixed tape segment R of
length n / C 2 on the storage tape such that M maps all of these x;'s into R.
We will show that a short program can be constructed which accepts only x. Consider
the two tape segments of length IR I to the left and to the right of R on the storage tape.
Call them Rt and Rn respectively. Choose positions Pt in Rt and Pr in R, with the shortest
c.s.'s in their respective tape segments. These c.s.'s must both be shorter than n / C 2 , for if
the shortest c.s. in either tape segment is n / C 2 or longer then Muses D(n 2 ) time: contradiction. Let tape segment R/ (R/) be the portion of Rt (R,) right (left) of Pt (p,).
Now, using the description of
• this discussion (including the text of the program below) and simulator M in 0( 1) bits,
• the values of n, k, C =n / k, and the positions of Pt ,Pr in O(log n) bits,
•at most k -(k / C) of the x;'s that are not mapped into R/RR/, m at most
(k -(k / C))C+3(k / C)(logC +2) + O(logn) bits (by Remark 2.1),
• the state of M and the position of h 2 at time
• the two c.s. 's at time
2.2), and

t#

in at most 6(n

I

• the contents at time ~ of tape segment
§1.4),

~

in O(log n) bits,

C 2 )(log IM

R/RR/

I +log C2 )

+ 0( 1) bits (by Remark

in at most 3n / C 2 + O(log n) bits (by

we can construct a program to check if a stringy equals x by running M as follows.
Check if IY I= Ix I· By the Jamming Lemma (using the above information as related to
M's processing of the initial input segment x 1 @ · · · @xk#) reconstruct the contents of M's
storage tape at time ~, the time h 1 gets to the first # sign. Divide Y into k equal pieces
and form y 1 @ · · · @Jlk· Simulate M, started on the input suffix

Yi@··· @yk#(l,1)(1,1) · · · (1,1)
(k pairs of l's) from time ~ onwards. By definition M accepts if and only if y =x. This
description of x takes not more than
n - -n +· 3n(5logC + 2log
2

c

c

IM I +3)

_ rn
+ O(logn ) ~
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bits, for some positive constant t:< 1 and large enough C and n. However, this contradicts
the incompressibility of x (K(x)~n).
Case 2 (not jammed). Assume that
(c) for each fixed tape segment R, with IR I = n / C 2 , there are at most k / C substrings
x; EX mapped into R.
Fix a tape segment of length n / C 2 that contains median x,. Call this segment R,. By
(a), (b) and (c) it follows that a subset of the middle k / C strings x; in the ordered set X
are mapped into R,. Therefore, for large enough C ( C > 3), at least k / 6 of the x;'s in X are
mapped into the tape right of R,. Let the set of those x;'s be S, = {x; 1 , • • • , x;* 16 } C X.

Similarly, let St= {x1 1 , • • • ,xj* 1 J C X, consist of k /6 strings x; which are mapped into
the tape left of R,. Without loss of generality, assume i 1 <i2< · · · <ik; 6, and
}1 <h< ... <}k/6·
Now choose strings Yt as follows. Set Yi = x; 1 , Y2 = Xj 1 , y3 = x;2 , y4 = Xj 2 , and so
forth. In general, for all integers m, 1 ~m ~k / 6,
(2.2)

We can now define an input prefix for M to be:
(2.3)

Claim I. There exist k / 12 pairs y 2i -1 @y 2i such that while h l (the input head) reads
them, h 2 (the storage tape head) travels a distance less than n / (4C 2 ).
Proof ef Claim. If the claim is false then M uses O(n 2 ) time, a contradiction. D
Claim 2. There is a tape segment R in R, (R CR,) with length IR I = n / (4C 2 ) such
that k / 24 pairs y 2i -1 @y 2i are all mapped either into the tape right of R or into the tape
left of R.
Proef ef Claim. At least half of the k / 12 pairs Y2;-1@J2i are polled starting with h2
either in the right half of R, or in the left half. The claim then follows by Claim 1. D
Let R be as in Claim 2. By Claim 2 and the choice of the y/s above, k / 24 of the x;'s,
all from either S, or St, are mapped into the tape on one side of R and their corresponding
y/s are mapped into the tape on the other side of R (x; corresponds to YJ if Xi =yj according
to (2.2)). Let the set of these x;'s be Sx, and the set of corresponding y/s be Sr We now
know that when h1 reads anything in Sx, h2 is on one side of R, and when h1 reads anything in Sy, h2 is on the other side of R. ISx I= ISy I =k / 24. Let the indices of elements in
Sx be a1 <a2< ... <ak /24• and let the indices of the elements in~ be bi <b2< ... <bk /24·
By our previous arrangement (2.2) we know Xa; =yb;· Now we complete our input to M by
appending
(2.4)
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Determine a position p in R which has the shortest c.s. of M's computation on the combined input (2.3)(2.4). If this c.s. is longer than n / C then Muses time O(n 2 ): contradiction. Therefore, assume it has length at most n / C. Then again we can construct a short
program P, to accept x by a 'cut and paste' argument, and show that it yields too short a
description of x.
For a candidate input string z, program P first partitions z into z 1 @ · · · @zk and compares the appropriate literal substrings with the literally given strings in {xi, ... ,xk} - Sx.
The strings in Sx are given in terms of the operation of M: to compare the appropriate substrings of z with the x;'s in Su we simulate M. First prepare an input according of the form
(2.3) as follows. Put the elements of {x 1 , •.• , xk} - Sx literally into their correct places on
the input tape, filling the places for x;'s in Sx arbitrarily. For the y;'s in (23) substitute the
appropriate substrings z; of candidate z according to scheme (2.2) i.e., use ZJ,,, for y 2m and
z;,,, for y 2m-l (1 ~m ~k / 6). Note that among these are all those substrings of candidate z
which have not yet been checked against the corresponding substrings of x. Adding string
(2.4) above completes the input to M.
Without loss of generality, assume that Sx is mapped into the tape left of R and ~ is
mapped into the tape right of R. Using the c.s. at point p we run M such that h 2 always
stays in right of p (~'s side). Whenever h 2 encounters p, we check if the current ID
matches the corresponding one in the c.s.. If it does then we use the next ID of the c.s. to
continue. If in the course of this simulation process M rejects or there is a mismatch (that is,
when h 2 gets to p, M is not in the same state or h 1 's position is not as indicated in the c.s. ),
then z=j=.x. Otherwise z =x. Note, that it is possible for M to accept (or reject) on the left of
p (Sx's side). However, once h 2 crosses p right-to-left for the last time M does not read any
substring z; substituted for the members of~ any more and all other z;'s are 'good' ones
(we have already checked them). Therefore, if the crossing sequence of IDs at p of M's
computation for candidate z match those of the prescribed c.s. then we know that M
accepts.
Now describe x by:
• this discussion (including the text of the program described above) and simulator M in
0(1) bits,
• the values of n, k, C

e

=n /

k, and the position of p in O(log n) bits,

~

n - n / 24 + O(log n) bits for the concatenated k - k / 24 substrings x; of x which are
not in Sx (by §1.4), together with

• ~ 3(k- ISx l)(log(k / (k-1 Sx I)) +2) + O(logn) < 12n / C + O(logn) bits
indices of these x;'s to place them correctly on the input tape (by Remark 2.1 ),
• ~(6n / C)(log
and

for

the

IM I +log C) + 0(1) bits for the c.s. of length n /Cat p (by Remark 2.2),
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• ~ k (log 3 + 2) + O(log n) bits for indices of the k / 3 indices out of k of the y/s in (2.3)
(by Remark 2.1 ).

Therefore, this description of x takes not more than
n _ ...!!_ + 6n(log
24

IM I +

c

logC +3) + O(logn) ~

£n

bits for some positive £< 1 and large enough C and n. This contradicts the incompressibility
of x (K(x);;;:i.n) again.
Case 1 and Case 2 complete the proof of the lemma. D
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Obviously, L can be accepted in linear time by a 2-tape machine.
For two deterministic pushdown stores we define a language Lp which is essentially L in
(2.1).

Lp

= {xk@

· · · @x1#Y1@ · · · @J'1#(li1,111 )(l;2,112 ) • · · (li',lj')
& P

= i 1 + ... + i,, q = j i + ... + j,

&

I xp=Yq

1 ~t ~s} .

Lp can be accepted on-line in linear time by a deterministic 2-pushdown store machine in
the obvious way. The lower bound above holds also for Lp by about the same proo£ By
padding the 'tail' of the strings in Lp we obtain a language LPpf which can be accepted in
real-time by a deterministic 2-pushdown machine and for which the lower bound proof of
Lemma 2.1 works as well. (Replace

p

= i1 + ... +i,,

q

= }1 + ... +j,

in the definition of Lp by
p-l

~
i=l

Ix;!

+p

q-l

= i1 + ... +i,, ~

IYd + q =Ji + ... +j,

i=l

to obtain LPpf.) This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. D

2.2. One Q¥eue Versus One Tape: Deterministic Case
Only in this § and §3.4 g(n)EO(f(n)) means "there is a positive constant 8 such that
g(n);;;:i.8J(n) infinitely often". Everywhere else the results hold for the stronger variant:
"there are positive constant 8 and positive integer n0 such that g(n);;;:i.8J(n) for all n ;;;:i.no"·
We present a tight lower bound for the deterministic simulation of one queue by one offline tape one-way input. This is the first nontrivial such lower bound for off-line simulation.
The witness language is the queue langua.ge:

Lq

= {wE{0,1,0,1}* I uvELq&vE{O,l}*&(w=u OvOorw=ulvl)}

(2.5)

Remark 2.5. This is the quintessential queue language: with 'O/ 1' meaning 'append 0/ 1
to the rear' and 'O / 1' meaning 'delete 0 / 1 from the front', the strings in Lq determine
precisely all computation histories of a binary queue starting and ending empty. Therefore,
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a device accepting Lq simulates a binary queue. Lq is the queue equivalent of the Dyck set
on two generators for the pushdown store (cf. §3.4).
Theorem 2.2. It requires 0(n 2 ) time to deterministically simulate one queue by one off-line tape
with one-way input.
The theorem will follow from Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.2. A deterministic off-line one-tape Turing machine with one-way input accepting Lq
requires 0(n 2 ) time.
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that an off-line deterministic 1-tape machine M
with one-way input accepts Lq in time T(n)fl0(n 2 ). We derive a contradiction by showing
that then some incompressible string has a too short description. Without loss of generality,
M has a semi-infinite storage tape (0, oo) on which it writes only O's and 1's, and IM I is
the number of states of M. Fix a constant C and the word length n as large as needed to
derive the desired contradictions below and such that the formulas in the sequel are meaningful. First, choose an incompressible string x E{0,1}* of length n (i.e., K(x);;::n). We
consider the behavior of M on a particular input. This is a string z ELq selected in an
adversary way with respect to M so as to maximize the running time. Divide M's storage
tape in segments (O,n / 3) and [n / 3, oo ).

a

0

o----o- - --<>- -

Pt

a+m/C

n/3-mjC n/3

- - - - --~ - - -

Pr

P

-'<>---------

~

00

Figure. Pt, Pr and p are "bottlenecks" with shortest c.s.'s in [a -m / (4C),a),
[a +m / C,a +5m / (4C)) and [n / 3-m / C,n / 3), respectively.

s

For all s E {0, 1} *, let be the string resulting from s by replacing all O's by O's and all
l's by l's. Let x =vw and let x=vw (Iv I= lvl =m os;;;n), such that z depends on Min the
following way:

such that all polls with h 2 on [O,n /3) have h 1 sca~~g a symbol in {0,1} and all polls
with h 2 on [n /3,oo) have h 1 scanning a symbol in {0,1}. However, if the number of polls
with h2 on [O,n / 3) reaches n then all subsequent polls have h 1 scanning a symbol in
{0, T}. Therefore, z is well defined ( Iz I ..:;;;; 2n) and, because T (2m) fl 0(m 2 ) by contradictory assumption, m EO(n 1 1 2 )nO(n).
Remark 2.6. In the augmented crossing sequences in this § we record not only the number
of polls in between crossings, but also the number of polls of unbarred O's and 1's in
between crossings. Moreover, the last crossing also records acceptance or rejection. An augmented c.s. has at most double the number of bits of the normal c.s. as estimated in
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Remark 2.2.
Case 1. Assume, by way of contradiction, that in the accepting computation on z at least
2m / C polls of unbarred symbols occur with h 2 on a particular (m /C)-length tape segment R =[a, a +m / C) contained in [O,n / 3). Let z 1 be the prefix of z =z 1 2 such that
z 1 ends with 0 or 1 and :Z2 contains only O's and l's. Now all unbarred symbols in z 1 are
polled with h 2 on (O,n /3) and all barred symbols in z 1 are polled with h 2 on [n /3,oo).
Moreover, z 1 contains all of v. Consider the two tape segments Rt and Rr of length
IR I / 4 left and right of R. Choose positions Pz in Rt and Pr in Rr with the shortest c.s. 's in
their respective tape segments. These c.s.'s must both be shorter than m / C 2, for if the
shortest c.s. in either tape segment is longer than m I C 2 then Muses T(2m)Efl(m 2) time:
contradiction. We show that a short program can be constructed which accepts only v.
Using the description of:

z

• this discussion (including the recovery algorithm below) and of simulator M in 0( 1) bits,
• the value of n, m, Iz 1 I and a in O(log n) bits,
•the location of Pt, Pr in O(logn) bits,
• 2 augmented c.s. 's at Pt' Pr in ~ (24m
2.6),

I

C 2)(2 log c + log IM I ) + 0( 1) bits (by Remark

•the bits of v polled with h2 outside tape segment lPt,Pr], concatenated in the order in
which they occur in x, form a stringy. The self-delimiting version of y takes not more
than m -2m / C +O(logn) bits (by assumption and §1.4),
•The final contents of[Pt,Pr] at time~' where hi(~)= lz1 I +1 and hi(t#)= lz1 I, in not
more than 3m / (2C) + O(logn) bits (by §1.4),
we can construct a program to check if a string v'E{0,1}* equals v. Check lv'I =m.
Lety' be the result of deleting the bits in v' in the same positions as used to obtainy from v.
These positions are determined by the augmented crossing sequences. Checky'-y. If a test
is negative then v'=l=v; else v' can only differ from v on positions where v's bits .are polled
with h 2 on [pz,Pr1· Try all lz 1 I-length prefixes of strings in Lq which can be constructed
from v' and its barred version v'. Let z 1' be such a candidate, that is, there is a z' ELq and
z'=z1'z2', lz'I =2m and lz1'I = lz1 I· Run Mon input z1' with h2 staying right of Pt
and left of Pr· Whenever h2 reaches Pt lPr] we interrupt Mand check if the current ID and
ratio between polled barred/unbarred symbols in the computation matches the corresponding ID in the augmented c.s. at Pt [Pr]. If so, then go on running M using the next ID by
skipping the input up to and including the new value of h 1, barred and unbarred symbols
in proportion as indicated by the augmented c.s.. Everything matches up to the end of
processing z 1', and the final tape contents of lPt ,Pr] at ~ (when h 1 polls the Iz 1 '# Ith
input symbol) equals the one from the description above, only if v' = v. For suppose the
contrary and v'=f=v. By the Jamming Lemma, reconstruct the contents of M's storage tape
and the ID at time~ for input z 1#, using the above description. Let h2 be outside lPt,Pr]
at time ~ of the computation on z 1#. (If h 2 is inside interchange z 1 and z 1' below.) Cut
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and paste the computations on z 1 and z 1 ' such that M runs on input z 1 with h2 outside
[pi,Pr] and on input z 1' with h2 inside [p1,Prl· Call the thus constructed input string t,
I I = Iz 1 I· By construction the concatenation of the ordered sequence of unbarred bits of
equals v' and the ordered sequence of barred bits equals that of z 1 • By construction too,
the computation on matches the description of the computation on z 1 ' and therefore t#
drives M into the same final tape contents and ID at time ~ as does z 1#. Hence, M must
either accept both z1z2 and fz2 or reject them both. But z1z2 ELq and fz2 flLq because
fz 2 is composed from v' and contradiction.
This description of v takes not more than:

r

r

r

v:

O(logn)

+

24m (2logC; log

IM I> + m -~

C

os;; f.m

2C

bits, for some positive constant £< 1 and large enough C and n. However, this contradicts
the incompressibility of x since that implies K (v) ;;;:.:m - O(log n) with m >n 1 I 2 •
Case 2. Assume that for each fixed tape segment R in [O,n / 3), with IR I =m / C, there
are at most 2m / C polls of unbarred symbols with h 2 on R. Therefore, there are at most
2n / 3 polls of unbarred symbols with h2 on [O,n / 3), and consequently all barred symbols
in z are polled with h 2 on [n /3,oo). Choose the point p with the shortest c.s. in
[(n I 3)-(m IC), n I 3). This c.s. is shorter than m I C 2 since otherwise the running time
T(2m) of Mis g(m 2 ): contradiction.
Now describe v by:
• this discussion (including the text of the program to retrieve v below) and simulator M in
0(1) bits,
• the values of n, m, and the position of p in O(log n) bits,
• the augmented c.s. at p in os;; ( 12m
2.6),

I

C 2 )(2 log c + log IM

I) + 0( 1)

bits (by Remark

• the stringy of concatenated bits of v polled with h 2 on [p, n / 3) in os;; 2m / C + O(log n)
bits (by assumption and §1.4),
we can construct a program to check if a string v' E {0, 1} * equals v. Check Iv' I =m. Let
y' be the result of deleting the bits in v' in the same positions as used to obtain y from v.
These positions are determined by the augmented crossing sequence at p. Check y' =y. If a
test is negative then v'=/=v; else v' can only differ from v on positions where v's bits are
polled with h 2 on [O,p). Try all strings in Lq which can be constructed from v' and its
barred version v'. Let z' be such a candidate. Run M with h 2 staying left of p with input
z'. Whenever h 2 reaches p we interrupt M and check if the current ID in the computation
matches the corresponding ID in the c.s. at p. If so, then go on running M using the next
ID by skipping the input up to and including the new value of h 1 , barred and unbarred
symbols in proportion as indicated by the augmented c.s.. If everything matches, then run
M with h 2 staying right of p. Everything matches up to the end of processing z' and M
accepts only if v'=v. For, suppose the contrary and v'=/=v. By definition running Mon
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input z on both sides of p will match the description. Let the final accepting position of h 2
for M's computation on z be right of p. (If it is left of p interchange z and z' below.) Cut
and paste the computations on z' and z such that M runs on input z' with h 2 left of p and
on input z with h 2 right of p. The resulting computation matches the description of z's computation, and the corresponding input is accepted by M. But is composed of v' and
and therefore ff. Lq: contradiction.
The description of v takes not more than:

r

r

O(logn)

+

12m (2log~; log IM I)

r

+

2; ~

v

tm

bits, for some positive constant £< 1 and large enough C and n. However, this contradicts
the incompressibility of x since K (v) ~ m - O(log n) with m ~ n 1 I 2 •
Since m EO(n 1 1 2 )nO(n), Case 1 and Case 2 complete the proof of the lemma. 0
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The standard binary queue recognizes Lq in real-time in the
obvious way. The theorem then follows from Lemma 2.2. 0

3.

LOWER BoUNDs FOR NoNDETERMINISTic SIMULATION

3.1. Two Pushdown Stores Versus One Tape: Nondeterministic Case
In this§, we present a nearly optimal lower bound on the time required to simulate two
deterministic pushdown stores by one off-line nondeterministic tape with one-way input.
Define L by
L = { x1@xo@x2@xo · · · @x,@xo#x1x2 · · · x,# Ixi E {O, 1} * for i =O, ... , t} .

Theorem 3.1. It requires O(n t.5 / -vlog;) time to simulate two deterministic pushdown stores o.ffline by one nondeterministic tape with one-way input .
The theorem will follow from Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. It requires O(n t.5 / -vlog;) time to accept L by any off-line one-way input nondeterministic one-tape machine.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that a off-line one-way input nondeterministic
one-tape machine M accepts Lin time T(n)Et:O(nl. 5 / -vlog;). Without loss of generality
M writes only O's and l 's on its storage tape and the number of states is IM I E 0( l ). Fix a
constant c and the word length n as large as necessary to obtain the desired contradictions
below and such that the formulas are meaningful.
Choose an incompressible string x of length n (K(x)~n). Equally partition x into
x 0x 1 · · · xk into k + l blocks x; of length n / (k + 1) each. Let
(3.1)
be the input string polled by M. Observe that IY I < 3n. Since M accepts this input y, let
us fix a shortest accepting computation, say P, of Mon input y. We shall show that the
length of P is O(n 1.5 / -vlog;).
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Choose
1/2

k =

_n_
[ logn ]

(3.2)

·

Consider the k pairs x;@x 0 @ in y. If more than k / 2 of them are mapped onto tape segments of sizes larger than n / c, then Muses time O(nl.5 / ~): contradiction. Therefore, M must map at least k / 2 pairs x;@xo@ into tape segments of sizes at most n /c. Let
S be the set of such pairs. Time~ is the step at which M polls the first# marker. We consider the computation up to time~ and distinguish two cases:
Case I (jammed). Assume there do not exist two pairs in S that are mapped into two tape
segments n / c apart. Since also each pair in S is mapped into a tape· segment of size at
most n / c, all pairs in S are mapped into a single tape segment R of size 3n /c. Let R1
and R, be the left and right adjacent tape segments of R, IR1 I = IR I = IR, I· Find a
point l in R 1 and a point r in R, with the shortest c.s. in Rt and R,, respectively. These c.s.'s
must both be shorter than d,
d

= _!_

_n_
c [ logn ]

1/2

'

(3.3)

for if the shortest c.s. on either tape segment has length d or more then M uses
O(nl.5 /~)time: contradiction.
We can reconstruct the contents of the storage tape at time~ by the Jamming Lemma.
The reconstruction only requires the following descriptions:
•a description of this discussion (including the text of the program below) and a description of M in 0( 1) bits,
• the values of n and k and the positions of l and r in O(log n) bits,
•a description of the ~k /2 elements (with indices) of {x 0 ,xi. ... ,xk}-{xdx;x 0 ES},
which requires at most n / 2 + 5k + O(log n) bits (by Remark 2.1 ),
•two c.s.'s that require at most 12d(log IM I +log(n / d)) +0(1) bits (by Remark 2.2),

e the final tape contents at

time~

of tape segments R, R,, and R, which requires no more
than 9n / c + O(logn) bits (by §1.4).

We can find x as follows. For each y such that IY I = Ix I, divide y =y aY 1 · · · Yk into the
same number of equal length substrings as x. Check ify 0 =x 0 • Assume that #y1 · · · Yk# is
the input suffix in (3.1) and continue to simulate M from ~ on, with the storage tape constructed as above, with the additional information of M's state and the position of storage
head h 2 at time ~ in O(log n) extra bits. Obviously, M accepts iffy = x.
This description of x takes not more than
n
9n
2n + 5k + 12d(log IM I + logd)
+-; + O(logn) ~ £n
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bits for large enough c and n and some positive £, £< 1, by (3.2) and (3.3). This contradicts
the incompressibility of x (K(x)~n). One might worry about the nondeterminism here, but
note that the nondeterminism does not matter. We can simply simulate M nondeterministically in the above, making sure that the c.s. 's are matched. A shortest path with the right
sequence of guesses for a successful computation is computation path P.
Case 2 (not jammed). Assume there are two pairs, say xi@x 0 and x1@x 0 , that are mapped
n / c apart. Therefore, the distance between the two tape segments onto which these two
pairs are mapped is at least n /c. Let R 0 be the tape segment in between and
IR 0 I ~n /c. As before, we look for a point pin Ro with shortest c.s in R 0 • If the shortest
c.s. has length d as in (3.3) or more, then Mruns in time O(nl.5 /~):contradiction.
We use this shortest c.s. to reconstruct x 0 below. But notice that a simple minded
approach such as finding a shortest c.s. in the middle is not enough here, because some x: 0
can be mapped to both sides of the c.s.. To overcome this difficulty, observe that since the
size of shortest c.s. is d and the input is one-way there can only be this order of bits in x 0
that are mapped to both sides of the c.s.. A description of all of x is given by:
•A description of this discussion (including the text of the program below) and a description of M in 0( 1) bits,
• the values of n, k, and the location of p in O(log n) bits,
•a literal description of x 1x 2

• • • xk

in n.k / (k + 1)

+ O(logn) bits (by §1.4),
6d(log IM I + log(n / d)) + 0(1)

•a description of the c.s. at p of length d in
bits (by
Remark 2.2). In each ID of this shortest c.s., we add a bit which specifies the last bit
read by h 1 • This to overcome the mentioned problem. This can be stored in M's state
(by doubling the number of states).
A program to test a candidate stringy for equality with x proceeds as follows. If IY I=l=n
then y=j=x. If IY I= Ix I then divide y in k + 1 equal length substrings, y =yeJ 1 · • • Yk·
Check ify;=x; for all i>O. If not, theny=/=x; otherwise, arrange they;'s (includingy 0 ) in
their correct positions on the input tape. Note that the nondeterminism of M does not
matter; we can assume that the program always guesses right so as to follow computation
path P.
Using the c.s. at point p, we run Mon this input but only the parts of the computation
with storage head h2 left of p. Every time h2 meets the c.s., check if the current ID
matches the current state of M (including the bit added in the first • above), and then use
the next ID to continue the simulation. y = x iff the simulation ends with everything matching all the way. This description of x takes not more than
k

nk

n
+ 1 + 6d(log IM I + logd)
+ O(logn)

~ n -

n
k
2

+ 12dlogdn

~ n - c/(n logn)
bits, for some positive

£ (£~ 1/2

(by (3.3))

(by (3.2), (3.3))

- 12 / c) and contradicts the incompressibility of x
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(K(x);;;;ai.n), for large enough c and n. D
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The language L can be easily accepted by a deterministic two
tape machine in real-time. For pushdown stores, we modify L by reversing the string
x 1x 2 · · · x, following the# sign. The modified L can be accepted by M with two deterministic pushdown stores in linear time as follows: put x 1 in stackl, put the next x 0 in both
stackl and stack2, put x 2 in stack2, put the next x 0 in both stackl and stack2, put x 3 in
stackl, and so on. When the input head reads #, M starts to match in the obvious way.
2
To make this process real time we further modify L by simply putting a 1 Ixo I padding
after every other reversed x;. Since all these changes do not invalidate our lower bound
proof in Lemma 3.1, the proof is complete. D
Combined with Theorem A (below) recently proved in [9], we essentially close the gap
for 1-tape versus 2 pushdown stores, nondeterministic case, answering open question 1 of

[3].
Theorem A. Two pushdoum stores or one queue can be simulated by one nondeterministic tape in
O(n t.5 ~) time for both on-line and off-line machines.
3.2. One Q!teue Versus One Tape: Nondeterministic Case
A tight lower bound for one tape simulating one queue in the deterministic case has been
obtained in §2.2. Here we obtain an O(n 4 1 3 /log21 3 n) lower bound for the nondeterministic case. By [9] O(nl.5 ~)is an upper bound, cf. Theorem A §3.1.
Theorem 3.2. It requires 0(n 4 I 3 / log2 I 3 n) time to simulate one deterministic queue off-line by
one nondeterministic tape with one-way input.
Proef Idea. At first glance, one might think the language Lin §3.1 can be used and therefore an O(nl.5 / ~) nearly optimal lower bound can be obtained. Unfortunately, on
second thought, one queue probably can not accept L in linear time. But the following
observation can be made. As long as the Ix; I's (O~i ~k) are chosen such that
~:=o Ix;! E O(n), then a 1-queue machine would be able accept the corresponding subset
of L in linear time if it could 'count fast.' That is, make sure that the relative sizes of x;'s

are correct. How does a queue count fast? Probably no way. Nonetheless, this leads us to
the following language
Lpad

= {x1@xo@x2@xo

· · ·@xk@xo#xillxol · · · xkllxol#1klxol lx;E{0,1}* forO~i~k} ,
2

where the 1 Ixo I 's and 1k Ixo I2 are added to ensure that Lpad is acceptable by a real-time
deterministic 1-queue machine, even when the size of x 0 grows too large. We claim that a
deterministic 1-queue machine can accept Lpad in real-time, but an off-line one-way input
nondeterministic 1-tape machine needs 0(n 4 I 3 / log2 I 3 n) time in the worst case. The
algorithm for accepting Lpad by 1 queue is as follows.
(1) Put x 1x 0 · · · xkxo into the queue.
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{2) Match x 1 , • • • , xk by the input head and the front end of the queue, while deleting all
x;'s (i>O) and copying the x 0 's back to the rear of the queue while reading the 1lxol
paddings.
(3) Match all x 0 's bit by bit ink lxo 12 time, while the input head scans the padding. That
is, rotate the entire string of x 0 's by unstoring from the front and storing to the back of
the queue while matching and deleting the first bit of all copies of x 0 in the process.
Repeat this with x 0 minus its first bit, and so on.
The lower bound can be proved in the same way as the one in Theorem 3.1, for the particular choice of parameters: k=n 1 1 3 /log21 3 n, lxol ={nlogn) 1 1 3 and Ix;! ={nlogn) 2 1 3
for all i, l~i~k. The present lower bound O{n 4 1 3 /log21 3 n) is less than the lower bound
in Theorem 3.1 as a consequence of the padding. The current choice of parameters yields
the optimum lower bound achievable for this case using a proof like in §3.1. We omit the
details and refer the reader thither. Informally, the current lower bound is obtained by
maximizing t(n) {=lower bound on the running time T(n) of the simulator) under the constraints:
t(n)EO(nl. 5 ~),
klxol 2 EO{n),
t(n)EO(kn),
and
2
(t(n) / n)log{n / t(n)) EO( Ixo I). D
This is the first nontrivial lower bound for one tape versus one queue in the nondeterministic case.

3.3. Two Tapes Versus One Tape: Nondeterministic Case
Unlike the results presented above which are independent of [10], Theorem 3.3 is based
on and presupposes the approach of[lO].
For the nondeterministic off-line one-way input case of one tape versus two tapes, Maass
[ 10] obtained an
O{

2

n
)
{log n )2 loglog n

lower bound. Aiming for the same lower bound, although in a different context, Freivalds
(Theorem 2 in [4], without proof) also considered this problem. Both [10,4] independently construct two similar ingenious languages {the language of [4] is less comp!ete).
In [10] a very ge1!,eral language L1 was introduced, but only a simple subset, L, of it was
used. The language L can be defined as follows {without loss of generality let k be odd).

i = { bfibl

... b}

bijb5b~b~b~b~ ... b~;b~b~i+l ... b~-1b~k-l)/2b~

b6b~k + l)/2bf b~b~k +3) ;2b§ · · ' htmod(k +l)b~ b(2i + l)mocl(k + l)

· ' •

hi-1 b~bi

I bf = b~ = hr = b[ for i = o, ... ,k }
The length ?f each bf {a binary,.string) may be different. We can also define a delimited
version L * of L where every bf in L is replaced by *bf* of an uniform length.
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The language B constructed in [4] is similar (but less complete). Here is the construction of [4 ]. Let B' consist of all strings

a (1 )b (1 )a (2)b (2) · · · a (2n )b (2n )2a (2n )b (2n )b (2n -1 )a (2n -1)
. b(2n -2)b(2n-3) · · · a(n +l)b(2)b(l)
in {0,1}*{2}{0,1}*, n;;;a.O. The set Bis defined to be the set of all strings Ox or ly, where
x EB' and y EB'. (B' is the complement of B'.) In [4] it is stated that a 1-tape nondeterministic on-line TM requires O(n 2 ) time to accept B. However, in [9] it is proved that this
is not the case (Theorems Band C below).
Theorem B. L (L* and B) can be accepted in O(n 2 loglogn / ~) time by a I-tape nondeterministic on-line machine.
Theorem C. Language B can be accepted by a I-tape nondeterministic on-line machine in time
O(nt. 5 ~).
In the rest of this §, trying to meet the upper bound of Theorem B, we improve the lower
bound of[ 1O] to
0(

2

n
)
log n logfog n

Since the following theorem is based on the approach in that paper, we assume the reader
is familiar with the details of [ 10] and only point out where and how the improvement is
made*.
Theorem 3.3. It requires 0(n 2 / (log n loglog n)) time to simulate two deterministic tapes off-line
by one nondeterministic tape with one-way input.
We show that the language L * (and L) requires 0(n 2 / (log n loglog n)) time for off-line
one-way input nondeterministic one-tape machines. In [ 10] Maass proved an important
combinatorial lemma (Theorem 3.1 in that reference) which is generalized as follows.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let S be a sequence of numbers from {O, ... , k -1 }, where k = 21 for some l.
Assume that every number b E {0, . . . , k - 1} is somewhere in S adjacent to the number 2b (mod k)
and 2b (mod k) + 1. Then for every partition of {0, . . . , k - 1} into two sets G and R such that
S = G UR and IG I, IR I > k / 4 there are at least k / (clog k) (for some fixed c) elements of G
that occur somewhere in S adjacent to a number from R.
The proof of this lemma is a simple reworking of the proof in [ 10]. A k / v1ogk upper
bound corresponding to the lower bound in this lemma is contained in [9].
Notice that any sequence S in L * satisfies the requirements in Lemma 3.3.1. Let n be the
length of a incompressible string that is divided into k =n / loglog n blocks. From these k
blocks we construct a sequence Sin L*. A new idea is to find many, instead of just one as in
[10] 'deserts' on the storage tape.
* Zvi Galil, Ravi Kannan and Endre Szemeredi have announced a O(n 2 / (m 4 logm)) lower bound,
with m = log*n, on the time to simulate 2 tapes by l nondeterministic off-line tape with one-way input.
(m =log*n if them times iterated logarithm log<m>n =loglog · · · logno;;;l and log<m-J)n> 1.)
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Lemma 3.3.2 (Many Deserts Lemma). For some constant C, and for large enough n, there are
I = (log n) / C tape segments D 1 , D 2 , .•• , D1 on the storage tape such that,

(l)for all i::j=.j, DinD1= 0;
(2).foreach i, IDd

= n /(c 12 logn), where c;;;:..2 is the constant in Lemma3.3.l;

(3)for each i, at least k / 4 = n / (4loglogn) blocks are mapped to each side ef Di.
Proof sketch. Again we only give the ideas behind the proof. Divide the whole storage
tape into tape segments of length n / (c 13 log n ). By the Jamming Lemma, no tape segment
can hold more than n / (c 11 log n) blocks. By a standard counting argument, we can find
tape segments Di,Dz, ... , D(logn)/C for some constant C in the 'middle' of the storage
tape such that (1 ), (2), and (3) above are satisfied. D
Proof sketch of Theorem 3.3. To prove Theorem 3.3, we apply the proof of [10] for
each desert Di in Lemma 3.3.2. Instead of using Theorem 3.1 of [10] we use Lemma 3.3.1
above. Notice that since each D; is 'short', the total number of blocks mapped outside Di is
more thank -(k / (c 9 logk)). Therefore Lemma 3.3.1 can be applied. Now for each tape
segment D;, M has to spend O(n 2 / (log2nloglogn )) time. Summing the amounts of time M
spends on each of the O(log n) tape segments, yields the 0(n 2 / (log n loglog n)) lower
bound. D
3.4. Nondeterministic On-Line Simulation
Nondeterministic computation is off-line: it is assumed that a fixed input is contained on a
separate input tape, and is the same for all legal computation paths of the computing device. In §3.3 we saw a nearly square lower bound on the time for one nondeterministic tape
unit, off-line and with one-way input, to accept a particular language which can be realtime accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with two single-head storage tapes. The
adversary technique used in §2.2 prompts the consideration of on-line nondeterminism in
between determinism and standard off-line nondeterminism. Define an on-line nondeterministic device as a device in a black box with input terminals and output terminals. In
each step, the device in the black box can make a fixed constant number of guesses or nondeterministic choices. A legal computation path consists of an allowed sequence of such
guesses with an accompanying sequence of polled input commands. That is, the sequence
of commands polled by the machine in the sequence of polling states on that legal computation path. The distinction with conventional nondeterminism is contained in the fact that
this sequence of input commands need not be the same for all computation paths. That is,
when the machine enters a polling state a191 input command can be polled at the input terminal. We can think of the device as splitting itself in distinct copies at each choice. The
input terminals of the different copies can produce different input commands at the next
poll.
Definition. A language L is accepted on-line by a nondeterministic machine M in time
T(n) if for each word w in L, there is a legal computation path P in the computation tree
such that IP I ~ T( Iw I) and each prefix w' of w which belongs to L is accepted on a
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prefix P' of P with IP' I ~ T( Iw' I).
In this definition no assumptions are made about the sequence of polled inputs being
identical along all computation paths. When machine M polls for input it may receive a'!Y
input command from the input terminal. Consequently, for this notion of on-line nondeterministic computation the adversary strategy of §2.2 can be followed on each separate computation path of an on-line nondeterministic single-head tape unit as on the single computation path of the deterministic version above. Let P 1 , P 2 be two deterministic pushdown
stores. Let the input commands be of the form "op(d, Pi)" with operation op· E {pop,
push}, the bit d concerned is d E{O,l} and the stack Pi concerned is given by i E{l,2}. A
sequence of input commands is a valid sequence if at the execution of each 'pop(d, Pi)' command in the sequence the top bit of P/s stack is d. Define the obvious language consisting of
all valid sequences of input commands. (This is actually the shtiffle of two disjoint copies of
the Dyck set on two types of brackets: D~1 ) with brackets {01 ,1 1 ,0i,l;} and D~2 ) with
brackets {02,1 2,02,12}) The analog for the single queue is Lq in §2.2. One can obtain,
according to the discussion and the definitions above, by an adversary argument as in §2.2:
Theorem 3.4 There is a language which is accepted in real-time by two pushdown stores (respective(y by one queue) but which requires 0(n 2 ) time for acceptance by one on-line nondeterministic singlehead tape unit.
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